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"To the Glorious Dead of the Helvetic Confederation
in the War of 1914." I thought the Swiss were neutrals!
The patient New Yorker, with a face screwed to cordiality,
exclaims:
"Bonjour, Madame de Sotomayor y Caravalhos di
Borromeo; Bonjour, Monsieur,'*
Panting, the dark-bearded gentleman with a frozen nose
pushed his unbrella to my windward side and stuttered;
it was his stuttering that made him so insupportable:
"JEt q-q-q-q-uelle$ s-ont v-v-v-os impressions d-d-e la S-s-sos$-ss~
iete des N-N-ations, monsieur?"
Enormous drops fell on us condensed by the trees above.
I tried to describe for the benefit of these inhabitants of
Peru what were my impressions of the League of Nations,
and the spray beat all about our poor legs.
I say:
"As a chance it's perhaps a pretty poor chance. But it's
the only chance there is to save our poor bloody civiliza-
tion. If anyone wants to save it."
§
Twenty odd years ago I was in a landscape of mud hills
and old, empty food cans and cartridge-cases and old iron
and rats and thistles and a corpse or two. It was disagreeable,
and at times it grew to be worrying. . . , An intense worry
that filled in all the world and the Huns and Army Head-
quarters. And when we were in support I used to get a
horse and, on one pretext or another, ride for miles in search
of a plot of ground that man had left undefiled. I would
pretend to be looking for ferrets to destroy the rats with
which our lines were infested; or straw for the transport;
or better billets for our H.Q,, who were always grumbling
at their billets. If I fiad been able, as Divisional Billeting
Officer, to have placed them in Leopold's Palace of Laeken
they would have grumbled that the famous collection of
musical instruments contained no saxophone. For their jazz.
Actually I would be searching for a patch of undefiled
earth, with untrampled, unurinated grass, and unbe-
ragged hedges, I never found it. Beyond Steenewerck;

